SUCCESS STORY:
NANCY’S HOUSEHOLD
They say your home is your castle, and MySherri™ believes that you should feel like royalty within the walls of
your home. It should be a place where you can get away from the stresses of the day and recharge to take on
the next challenge. The Home Coordinators at MySherri™ are committed to helping families of all sizes shed
the stress and have time for what’s really important.

Visits
per week:

1

Hours saved
per week:

7

Home
Coordinator:

Tracy

CHALLENGES/PAIN POINTS
Before MySherri™, clutter was the norm in Nancy’s home. With so many other responsibilities to worry about,
there just wasn’t time to organize and create order in her living space. Overfilled spaces made living that much
harder, and oftentimes, more stressful. What’s more, Nancy had a hard time delegating out the tasks she
needed done, leaving them unfinished instead.

SOLUTIONS & TASK LIST
Nancy’s MySherri™ Home Coordinator jumped into action,
helping her purge overfilled spaces and create a much more
organized home. MySherri™ also worked with Nancy to
complete weekly tasks. Her Home Coordinator came up with
other ways to make Nancy’s life easier, often offering to do
extra jobs that she had noticed Nancy needed done. While
every week looked a little different, tasks included:

Running errands
Scheduling service providers
Hanging shelves
Downsizing closets
Maintaining new organization systems
Attending networking events

SUCCESS STORY:
RESULTS
Results

MySherri™ has given a nonrenewable resource back to Nancy—time. Now that she no longer has to worry
about home organization she can spend much-needed time with her children and grandchildren. Her
Home Coordinator makes her daily life easier, and communication is a breeze. Plus, she gets to enjoy her
living and office space to the fullest!

Tracy is so easy to work with and I don't have to give her much
instruction. I give her a list of things to do and I go about my business.
If I'm on a call and she has finished everything, she always finds other
things to do that make my life easier. She communicates very well and
even offers to do things that she sees I need to have done. Sometimes it
is hard for me to ‘delegate’ but MySherri makes it so easy.

Your home should be a relaxing place—not somewhere you dread. Allow
our Home Coordinators to give you back the time you could be spending
with family and friends. Contact our team today to learn more
about what we can offer you and your family.

mysherri.com | hello@mysherri.com

